Learning to hash via generative models has become a powerful paradigm for fast similarity search in documents retrieval. To get binary representation (i.e., hash codes), the discrete distribution prior (i.e., Bernoulli Distribution) is applied to train the variational autoencoder (VAE). However, the discrete stochastic layer is usually incompatible with the backpropagation in the training stage and thus causes a gradient flow problem. In this paper, we propose a method, Doc2hash, that solves the gradient flow problem of the discrete stochastic layer by using continuous relaxation on priors, and trains the generative model in an end-to-end manner to generate hash codes. In qualitative and quantitative experiments, we show the proposed model outperforms other state of the art methods.
Introduction
A popular theme for deep learning is that of representation learning, whose goal is to use existing data to learn a compact and meaningful representation when building classifiers or other predictors. Learning continuous representation has been achieving a great success in various NLP tasks, including text classification, word and sentence representation (Mikolov et al., 2013; Le and Mikolov, 2014 ), yet learning discrete representation is potentially more suitable for tasks we are interested in such as learning to hash.
Hashing serves as a fast solution for similarity search also called approximate nearest neighbor search. In document retrieval, semantic hashing is the strategy that turn the document into binary codes (hash codes) which capture semantic information. One can use a query (a document) to retrieve similar documents by calculating the hamming distances between their hash codes. Given the fast calculation process and the efficient storage property (one modern PC can execute millions Figure 1 : The end-to-end semantic hashing framework: Training the cycle x − → z − → x to obtain the latent variables z. The one hot representation of discrete latent variables z has been relaxed to {(0.05, 0.95), (0.92, 0.08), (0.99, 0.01)} by the tempting softmax. Hash codes z h = {1, 0, 0} is obtained via taking the arg max of z. Y is the label/tag used in the supervised hashing of hamming distance computations in just a few milliseconds). This semantic hashing strategy is very attractive.
Inspired by the recent success of modeling latent variables via generative models in solving various NLP problems (van den Oord et al., 2017; Semeniuta et al., 2017; Bowman et al., 2015) , Some approaches obtain binary codes of documents from a generative perspective via parameterizing models using neural networks and stochastic optimization using gradient-based techniques: (Chaidaroon and Fang, 2017 ) designed a two-stage training procedures to generate hash codes with variational autoencoder: (i) it first infers continuous representations of text through VAE with isotropic Gaussian distribution prior (ii) Obtain hash codes via binarizing the continuous representation of texts. Since the model parameters are not learned in an end-to-end manner, the two-stage training strategy may result in a suboptimal local optima. (Shen et al., 2018) replaced the Gaussian distribution prior with Bernoulli distribution prior so that the stochastic layer of the VAE can directly produce binary codes in the latent space and train hash codes in an end-to-end manner. Unfortunately, the Bernoulli stochastic layer is non-differentiable. Although the StraightThrough (ST) estimator is adapted to propagate gradients where it skips the gradient of the stochastic layer during backpropagation (Bengio et al., 2013) . The ST estimator is still a biased estimator which introduces high-variance biased gradients of objectives during the training.
In this paper, we propose a generative model with a categorical distribution prior for semantic hashing which learns binary codes of documents in an end-to-end manner. To train the generative model, instead of using the ST estimator, we use the Gumbel-Softmax trick to overcome the inability by applying the re-parameterization trick to discrete latent variables. There are two advantages: 1) a nice parameterization for a discrete (or categorical) distribution is given in terms of the Gumbel distribution (the Gumbel trick); and 2) although the corresponding function is noncontinuous, it can be made continuous by applying using a continuous approximation that depends on a temperature parameter. Therefore, it produces low-variance biased gradients of the stochastic layer in the backpropagation. Our experiment shows our model achieves the state of the art performance on three standard datasets for semantic hashing.
Methodology

Discrete NVI Framework For Semantic Hashing
In this section, we introduce the neural variational inference (NVI) framework (Shen et al., 2018) with discrete latent variables for semantic hashing in detail. First, a generative model whose encoding distribution and decoding distribution are defined as p(z|x), p(x|z). We approximate these two distributions by defining approximations q φ (z|x), p θ (x|z) and model them as the inference (encoding) network g φ (x) and the generative network (decoding) g θ (z). x ∈ R V is the bag of word representation of a document where V is vocabulary size. Specially, the weight schema of bag of words can be binary, TF, TFIDF. The inference network g φ (x) produces latent variables z from x approximating the true posterior distribution p(z|x) as q φ (z|x). Then, the generative network g θ (z) maps latent variable z back to x by approximating p(z|x) as p θ (x|z). We model the conditional probability over the word w i as softmax:
where w i ∈ {0, 1} V is represented as an one-hot vector indicating the i-th word in the total vocabulary and the likelihood p θ (x|z) = i p(x i = w i |z). Training the generative model that synthesizes the observed data x, we can obtain the meaningful latent variables z.
To learn discrete latent variables under the NVI framework for semantic hashing, we cast z to be the discrete random variables and assume a multivariate categorical prior on z:
, where π ik is the k-th class probability on i-th component of parameters π. In this way, the posterior distribution approximated by the encoding network is constrained in the form of q φ (z|x) = Cat Cat Cat(h), where h = g φ (x) is the output of the encoding network.
Variational Low Bound of Discrete Latent Variable Training
To train the parameters θ, φ of the encoding network q θ (z|x) and the decoding network p φ (x|z), we maximize the variational low bound as same as in the VAE framework (Kingma and Welling, 2013):
the first term is the reconstruction loss, which encourages the decoder network to learn the mapping from latent variables z to the original document x. The second term is Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence KL(q φ (z|x)||p(z))], which encourages the posterior distribution q φ (z|x) to be close to the multivariate categorical prior p(z). we can write the KL term in the following form:
Gradients of Discrete Stochastic Layer
To evaluate E z∼q φ (z|x) , the reparameterization trick is often employed to make the sampling pro-cess z ∼ q φ (z|x) compatible with backpropagation (Kingma and Welling, 2013) . But sampling from a discrete distribution using reparameterization tricks still has problem during backpropagation. Due to the sampling from the stochastic layer usually incorporate hard threshold operators such as sign(.) sign(.) sign(.) and arg max(.) arg max(.) arg max(.) (Jang et al., 2016; Maddison et al., 2016) , the stochastic layer becomes non-differentiable. In general, the solution to this issue is using the Straight-Through (ST) estimator where a biased path derivative estimator can be utilized even when z is not reparameterizable as shown in Figure 2 . For example, NASH (Shen et al., 2018) passes the gradients through the Bernoulli stochastic layer using ST estimator. Specifically, they do:
where the ST estimator lets the gradients of the stochastic layer dz dg φ (x) ≈ 1. However, the ST estimator is backpropagating with respect to the sample-independent. It may cause discrepancies between the forward and backward pass, and thus lead to higher variance (Jang et al., 2016) .
Continuous Relaxation of Discrete Stochastic Layer
As mention above, we want to learn discrete Latent variables (hash codes) by maximizing the variational low bound assuming a multivariate categorical prior. Supposed the output of the encoding network, h = g φ (x), h ∈ R l×2 , represents the parameters of the multivariate categorical posterior q(z|x). We can use reparameterization trick to draw samples of z from the categorical posterior using Gumbel distribution (Gumbel, 1954; Jang et al., 2016) :
where U is the uniform distribution. We further represent z i as one-hot vector with 2 dimensions:
discrete latent variables z can be seen as concatenation of l one-hot vectors.
In the forward pass, we sample z from the stochastic discrete layer via Eq. 7. However, in backpropagation, we cannot pass gradient through the hard threshold operator, arg max, since it is non-differentiable. The derivative of arg max is 0 everywhere except the boundary of state change, where it is undefined. To end this, instead of employing ST estimator to skip gradients, we use the tempting softmax as a continuous relaxation of the arg max computation:
This relaxation approximates the exactly discrete arg max computation as temperature parameter γ − → 0 yet keeps the relative order of (G k + log h k i ). similar relaxation techniques have been introduced as the Gumbel-Softmax trick in (Jang et al., 2016; Maddison et al., 2016) . Since Eq. 8 is differentiable, we can train the generative model in an end-to-end way via stochastic gradient descent to get the discrete latent variables (hash codes). The whole framework is summarized in the Fig 
Supervised Hashing
We extend our method to the supervised setting, where the mapping from latent variables z to the label y is learned, here parameterized by a twolayer multilayer perceptron (MLP) followed by a fully-connected softmax layer. To balance maximizing the variational lower bound and minimizing the discriminative loss, the following joint training objective is employed:
where η refers to parameters of the MLP classifier and α controls the relative weight between the variational lower bound (L ELBO ) and the discriminative loss (L dis ). We assume a general multilabel classification setting where each document could have multiple labels/tags. P (y j |f (z z z; η)) can be modeled by the logistic function defined as: We evaluate the proposed method named Doc2hash in both supervised and unsupervised setting for semantic hashing.
For unsupervised task, these baselines are selected: Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) (Datar et al., 2004) (VDSH) (Chaidaroon and Fang, 2017) , and the best variant of Neural Architecture for Generative Semantic Hashing (Shen et al., 2018 ) (NASH-DN). For the supervised task, we also compare the proposed method with kinds of baselines: Supervised Hashing with Kernels (KSH) (Liu et al., 2012) , Semantic Hashing using Tags and Topic Modeling (SHTTM) (Wang et al., 2013) , Supervised VDSH (VDSH-SP) and Supervised NASH (NASH-DN-S).
We follow the same experimental protocol and setting used in (Shen et al., 2018; Chaidaroon and Fang, 2017) . Three standard public datasets of documents are chosen for training and evaluation: Reuters (Lewis, 1997) , TMC (Oza, 2010) , and RCV1 (Lewis et al., 2004) . We evaluate the proposed model by calculating the precision of top 100 retrieved documents based on hamming distance of their hash codes. The final precision score is then averaged over all test documents. To make comparable results with previous works, we experiment with latent variables size of 8, 32, 64 and 128.
Semantic Hashing Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Doc2hash over various number of bits on the three datasets. In the unsupervised hashing, Doc2hash outperforms NASH-DN, the current state of the art model for semantic hashing, and other methods. The Table 1 shows the result of TMC dataset. Doc2hash shows its ability to assign the similar data (with the same label) to the hash codes of which hamming distances are small. The same trend and superiority of Doc2hash are also observed in both Reuters and RCV1 datasets as shown in Tables 2 and 3. Note that we do not compare with NASH-DN in RCV1 because NASH doesn't report any results on RCV1 dataset and doesn't release any code to reproduce their result. We compare the reminding methods with Doc2hash. Table 3 shows our approach improves the precision with significant margin compared with other models. We note that the retrieval results tend to drop when we set the length of hash codes to be 64 or larger, which also happens for some baselines. It is probably because of over-fitting. Compared with other methods, the proposed method is robust when the codes length increase. Our approach performs better than other methods in 64 and 128 bits setting, suggesting that Doc2hash can effectively generate hash codes to documents even with limited training data.
We also evaluate Doc2hash in the supervised hashing setting with the same datasets. We make use of the label/tag information during training. As shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, Doc2hash yields better results than the other baseline models in different bits length.
Quantitative Analysis
In this section, we explore the reason why the proposed method outperforms the counterpart based on the ST estimator. We try to analyze the distribution of latent variables that trained with ST estimator (NASH) and Gumbel softmax relaxation (our method) respectively to quantitatively estimate the coding efficiency. To obtain efficient hash codes in the unsupervised setting, an expected pattern is that we get the same amount of 1 as well as 0. Because according to information theory, such a uniform distribution produces the maximum entropy in Bernoulli distribution. Motivated by this idea, we make a comparison between NASH and Doc2hash in the conditional probabilistic distribution of latent variables (i.e., p(z|x)). As we can see in Figure 4 (a), the distribution of p(z|x) in NASH is significantly asymmetric while the proposed method generates a well-balanced distribution (as Shown in Figure 4(b) ). This comparison demonstrates that our approach is more close to the expected target in the probabilistic distribution of p(z|x). Furthermore, we calculate the proportion of 1 in both methods. The proportion of NASH is 40%, while our method is 49%. Thus, it shows our approach is able to produce more efficient hash codes by using Gumbel softmax relaxation because it is very close to the up-bound of information theory for Bernoulli distribution. We demonstrate this point more clearly by show- ing the distribution of g φ (x) in NASH. It is asymmetric because the peak value tilts to the left side. And quantization based on thresholding around the zero point implies that the hash codes produced by NASH contain more number of 0 than the number of 1.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a generative model with discrete latent variables to learn binary representation for semantic hashing. We show that compared with the Straight-Through estimator, the GumbelSoftmax relaxation provides a better solution to learn hash codes and thus gains the state of the art performance in three different datasets. We also explore the reason why the proposed method produces more efficient hash codes compared with the counterpart based on the ST estimator.
